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Who am I to talk? 

Carley Fortune is the Deputy 
Editor of Chatelaine. She is 
an experienced print and  
web editor and has previously 
worked at The Globe and 
Mail, The Grid and  
Toronto Life.  



Analytics are your friend! 



But like friends, they aren’t perfect 

•  Analytics should inform, not rule 
•  They don’t work without editorial 
•  It’s all about balance  
•  Feel free to disregard them* 

 
 
* But not too free 



Old job, new tricks 

•  In many ways, the editor’s role has 
remained the same 

•  Readers, on the other hand, have more 
power than ever before 

•  It’s our job to listen to them 
•  Analytics allow us to do just that 



What’s in it for you? 

•  Being analytics-savvy is just plain smart 
•  It’s a rare editor who can smell a good 

story, trim flabby copy, write a brilliant 
headline and draw meaning from analytics 

 



What metrics matter? 

•  Determined by: 
– Editorial priorities 
– Business objectives  



UVs vs PVs 

•  UVs: Is this the kind of content readers want? 
Did your headline work? Was the piece well-
timed?  

•  PVs: Is your site sticky? Are your galleries 
successful? 

•  Time spent: Are readers engaged with your 
features? Did you give them what they were 
looking for?    



Two ways to use ’em 

•  The day-to-day: Editorial planning,  
story assigning, headlines 

•  The big picture: Setting editorial 
priorities, strategic decision-making   



Analytics for everyday editing 



You’ll need… 



1. A list of your top stories 



2. Quiet 



3. Coffee 



Find out what readers love 

•  Use your list of top stories and 
take note of any trends 

•  What people, companies and 
topics are consistently popular? 

•  What is the low-hanging fruit? 
(Subjects you don’t regularly 
cover that perform well) 

•  What are the surprises? 
(Subjects you didn’t realize 
readers were fascinated by) 



Figure out how to best package 
stories 

•  Use your list of top 
stories and take note of 
trends in story formats  

•  What works? 
(Numbered lists, Q&As, 
photo essays, 
explainers, tricks and 
tips) 

 



Write better headlines 

•  Headlines are hard 
•  Headlines are critical 
•  A fresh headline can save an 

underperforming story 



What headlines work? 

•  Use the list of top stories and take note of 
any trends in headlines 

•  Are there certain words that seem to make 
people click more? 

•  What styles of headlines seem to work? 
(Questions, statements, numbers) 

•  What tone works? (Incredulous, celebratory, 
sarcastic, blunt) 



Put it all together 

•  The situation: 
– Stories about organizing 

are popular 
– They’re especially 

popular if they include a 
time limit. (Ex: “Organize 
your house in 30 
minutes”) 

– DIY projects do 
somewhat poorly 



The action 

•  You may want to increase amount of 
organizing stories 

•  Apply what works about your best posts (time 
limit) to DIY pieces 

•  Try “5 DIY projects you can do in under 30 
minutes” 

•  Even better, “Organize your life with 5 DIY 
projects that take less than 30 minutes” 



Plan irresistible editorial packages 

•  Use past performance to help determine 
what do in the future 

•  Look at how last year’s content performed 
and incorporate findings 

•  Use analytics to refine new packages 



Planning an annual gift guide 

•  Last year: Gifts for mom 
was the most popular 
gallery 

•  This year: Expand 
number of gifts for mom  

•  Or: Consider an entire 
guide devoted to gift 
ideas for mom   



Planning a new French cooking guide 

•  The case for assigning: 
Three of top 10 food stories 
are about French food 

•  Do some research: What 
area of French food are 
readers most interested in?   
(Cooking techniques? 
Regions? Recipes — which 
ones?) 

•  Use the information to refine 
your approach 



Chatelaine’s Beauty List 

•  Annual print and digital 
package assigned with 
digital top of mind for 
both art and edit  

 



Planning the Beauty List 

•  Developed categories that 
would resonate with help of 
analytics 

•  Categories could be 
expanded throughout the 
year online 

•  Shot images that would work 
for multiple online galleries 

•  Promoted online at the best 
time for digital 

 



Analytics for editorial strategy 



Figure out what matters 

•  Identify the most important 
pillars to help set editorial 
priorities 

•  What are your main pillars? 
•  What percentage of overall 

traffic does each get? 
•  Look for opportunities: 

Where you should assign 
more/less? 



Know where your traffic comes from 

•  What are your main traffic 
sources? Search, 
newsletters, referring 
sites, social media, etc. 

•  What percentage of site’s 
traffic comes from each? 

•  Identify where to place 
efforts: SEO, Facebook 
vs. Twitter, content 
partners, etc. 



Take the temperature 

•  Is traffic growing or shrinking? 
– Look at site overall 
– Look at each pillar 
– Look at traffic from referring sources 
– Any emergencies? 



When do you do all this?! 



The annual deep dive 

•  Looking for: 
– Traffic growth for the site overall 
– Size and growth of each pillar 
– Areas of opportunity for each pillar 
– Traffic sources 

 



When to check the numbers 

•  Real-time: Immediate feedback, track and react to 
spiking traffic, see peak traffic times 

•  Yesterday’s traffic: Inform yourself while it’s 
fresh. May spark an idea for a follow-up story 

•  Weekly: What stood out and what didn’t work — 
and why? Good for short-term planning and 
communicating with your team.  

•  Monthly: How was this month compared to last 
month and last year? What worked well? Any 
trends? 



Talking numbers at Chatelaine 

•  Analytics are incorporated into planning for print 
and digital 

•  Annual team meetings to share in-depth findings 
•  Monthly report for each section 
•  Weekly Wins note: What did well and why 
•  Morning scrums: Quick digital production rundown, 

discuss day’s news and what’s doing well 
 



Communication is the secret 
ingredient 



Analytics are your friend! 


